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FEDERAL DISTRICT COURT OF NEW JERSEY 
 
 
Edward M. Daspin, pro se             November 3 , 2022 

        
  

 

Re: SEC v. Daspin et al. Case 3-16509 
 
Declaration of E.M. Daspin in 
support of motion for an OSC to 
restrain (TRO) the SEC 
Commissioners from making further 
extensions and/or delays. Such 
delays beyond November 21, 2022 
will cause defendant’s Daspin’s loss 
of certain individuals to statute of 
limitation expiring. In addition, if the 
Commissioners do not settle before 
the date of the TRO, they show 
cause why they have not settled 
based upon the attached 
declaration. 

   
 
Dear Sir/Madam: 
 
I declare under the laws of the United States that the foregoing declaration here and below is 
true to the best of my knowledge and memory. I know if I willfully misrepresent that I am 
subject to punishment.  
 
Enclosed is the power of attorney I have given to Mr. May, because  

 
I will shortly be 85 years old and recently had a  added to my 

other illnesses discussed here and below. I will be irreparably harmed if the current 
Commissioners extend their fourth extension order as I am almost before them for three years 
already. 
 
Judicial notice should be taken, that the Honorable Judge Carol Foelak agreed to hear my 
adjournment motion due to my , and since I had a  at my first SEC 
deposition when  that it was on the 
morning of the deposition Judge Foelak agreed to hear my extension motion. 
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Judge Foelak spent about  proving 
I had a  

, and attributable to the filing by the SEC of their disingenuous complaint which alleged 
my wrongdoing at WMMA, I also had  caused by the disingenuous Wells 
Notice allegations against me. The SEC’s investigation of me started in May 2012. The  SEC 
deposed my wife that  which  

  
 
Four decades before the SEC suit, I and my partners who owned a transportation holding 
company violated a debtor in possession order to return its equipment leased by one of our 
transportation subsidiaries had leased before we bought the stock of that company. After we 
purchased the company we found the debtor double -billed our subsidiary and our lawyers 
informed us that we were not an unsecured creditor as we had possession of the equipment 
and the debtor defrauded us by double billing the company for six months before the purchase. 
That occurred in September 1975, just before the Christmas holiday season and our union 
drivers lived paycheck to paycheck, so we refused to turn over the trucks. In addition,we 
believed that our drivers’ kids deserved Christmas holiday presents, and we were not able to 
lease replacement equipment,  as the backlog of leased equipment orders was more than a 
year. After fighting that order we plead guilty of “concealing assets of the debtor” and pled 
guilty to one count of concealing equipment and we spent six months in Federal prison.  
 
Since that time, I purchased 350 corporations and 50 of those acquisitions led to a lawsuit 
making me and the senior staff operating the company defendants and each one always used 
my felony as if it had relevance. I was sued 50 times as a defendant and I never lost a case. The 
court cases were in State and Federal Courts and I always notified investors of my felony before 
they invested and had my felony on my website(s). From the time after I was released from 
prison, I promised my wife, Joan, I would never again take any action(s) that would embarrass 
her and our children.  The allegations of wrongdoing in the Wells Notice against  

 
.  

 
Going back to my adjuournment motion before Judge Foalak in this SEC matter,  the McGrath 
Prosecution Enterprise members heavily contested it.  Judge Carol Foelak found as fact: 
 
 ‘…IF ANYONE FORCES MR. DASPIN TO TESTIFY, HE WILL BE IRREPARABLY HARMED…” 
 
(That was true then and more true now as my  
to take a ) 
 
Judge Foelak ordered a postponement sine die (it was obvious to me that in her order giving 
the SEC the right for  
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As discussed, this case started with the SEC’s New York Region’s investigation about May 1, 
2012. The startling fact was that before WMMA submitted all of its 10,000 subpoenaed 
documents in December 2012, the SEC had already made up its mind that I was a “control 
person” of WMMA. The SEC alleged that I, Mr. Lux, and Mr. Agostini would be defendants in a 
securities fraud case. (IN 2014 WMMA FILED A CHAPTER 11 AND FOUR OF WMMA’S SENIOR 
OFFICERS, WHO PERJURY WAS SUBORNED AGAINST ME AS THE 6/19/2012 DISHONEST 
SHAREHOLDER TAPE PROVES OPPOSED MY MOTION TO DISMISS AND THE FEDERAL 
BANKRUPTCY AND TRUSTEE FOUND: 
 

“…Mr. Daspin committed no wrongdoings at WMMA…” 
 

Despite that res adjudicata two years later in 2016, the SEC filed their suit alleging I committed 
wrongdoings at WMMA and alleging I was a control person!  
 
Far worse and the SEC violating that res adjudicata was the fact that they presented their Wells 
notice about three years after the SEC had received all the prima face documents that 
disproved each and every wrongdoing allegation that I was accused to have violated against 
WMMA. I knew then that the prosecution initiated and facilitated the witnesses it intended to 
call in depositions for them to swear falsely against me. However when witnesses perjured 
themselves, I.e. in 2013 and then testify in the second hearing, they forgot the 2013 lies proving 
to a court that is not fixed against defendants that the allegations in the Complaint, based on 
the perjurers initial testimony was false. That is why in the past, I won all 50 Federal and State 
cases where I was a defendant. So it should have been in this SEC case,but it was transparent 
that the prosecution had Judge Murray in their pocket, and indeed, judges under Judge Murray 
in the Wall Street Journal article: 
 

“… she pressured me to find more cases for the prosecution…” 
 

On 6/19/2012 Mr. McGrath, Mr. O’Connell, and Mr. Koladny received the dishonest 
shareholders meeting transcript. (See my Wells Reply, Exhibit A page 17) wherein Ms. Puccio, 
the SEC whistleblower, suborned the perjury of all the other five WMMA/WDI investor 
operators to: 

 
“…say Ed controlled all small and large things at WMMA…don’t say he controlled the 
WMMA Board of Directors, because he denied it in writing…and I will sign it…”  

 
Mr. Lockett responded, as he was a WMMA investor and WMMA’s CTO: 
 
 “…but Theresa, we already gave them (the SEC) that stuff…” 
 
His statement proved that when all the investors had already been debriefed by the SEC around 
May 2012, that the SEC did not believe it could make a case of control against me, and so it is 
transparent that they needed the investor operators to concoct “control issues” because that is 
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what they sent, Ms. Puccio, their whistleblower, back to get to enable them to concoct a case 
against me as a control person. As Mr. Lux, WMMA’s CEO, testified in his 8/29/2013 deposition: 
 

“…Daspin was not an officer, director, or shareholder of WMMA…he was a consultant to 
MKMA, which had a five-year consulting contract -year to provide consulting services to 
WMMA…when Mr. Daspin was invited to a WMMA Board meeting, none of the 
Directors were required to accept his opinions…and Mr. Nwugugu wrote the lion’s share 
of WMMA’s PPMs…” 

 
On 1/20/2011 my company, CBI, sold its five-year consulting service contract to MKMA for 
consulting services to WMMA exclusively, including strategic planning, and human resources on 
a fixed fee schedule rate (see Exhibit A of the consulting service contract) and any other 
services were based on an hourly rate of $350 per hour.  
 
That consulting service contract was included in WMMA’s Board of Director’s resolution on 
1/20/2011 and included an Exhibit A, (the fee schedule that would be charged for MKMA 
services).  I and CBI signed as exclusive subcontractors for MKMA, so I got paid by MKMA, not 
WMMA. The contract included that we would not provide services for any other mixed martial 
arts entity other than through MKMA. MKMA was also bound not to provide any services to any 
other mixed martial arts company during the five-year term other than WMMA. The contract 
barred us from binding WMMA with respect to contracts we negotiated for it. The contract 
required that two officers of WMMA or one officer and one director of WMMA signed contracts 
negotiated by MKMA for WMMA. Most important and which disproves the Wells Complaint 
allegation “that I made WMMA’s mission to let me milk all its assets”, was the fact the payment 
of fees for work completed MKMA could only charge a maximum of 10% of WMMA’s 
incremental equity and pre-tax profits from the prior payment of fees. This cap left 90% of 
incremental equity and pre-tax for WMMAs sole use and over 2011 the excess fees that MKMA 
charged was $4,660,000, which was contingent non-interest bearing notes and capital 
contribution on WMMA’s balance sheet, so I invested twice the amount of all the WMMA 
investors who invested $2.4 million in total. In addition, I let my wife advance over half a million 
dollars unsecured at 3% simple interest to WHLD which it down streamed to its WMMA/WDI 
subsidiaries for its working capital. This generous unsecured funding and capital that I and my 
wife sacrificed disproved that I or she had any scienter as Judge Murray’s final order included 
manifest errors of fact, which alleged I violated scienter, when the facts are I let WMMA milk 
me and my wife of over $5,160,000 during 2011. The above facts contravene the Complaint’s 
allegation that I milked WMMA of $1 million causing it to go out of business and contravening 
Judge Murray’s manifest errors of fact that I violated scienter, milked a million of fees causing 
WMMA to go out of business, and that I made WMMA’s mission solely to let me milk it’s assets. 
 
As part of my $4,660,000 capitalization CBI also forgave a $1 million fee on 1/15/2011 for 
negotiating the WMMA contract to obtain exclusive rights for IMC’s 830 million double-opt-on 
email database. When the SEC fraud analyst testified after reviewing the books sent in 
December 2012, she testified before Judge Murray in 2019 at the second hearing because in 
2018 the Supreme Court in Lucia v. SEC found that none of the inhouse judges was 
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Constitutionally appointed since 2010 and therefore the SEC had defrauded all inhouse 
defendants since then to appear before Constitutional violators. In addition, in the case of 
Cochran v SEC which the Supreme Court granted certioria on October 22, 2022, Cochran proved 
that if an SEC defendant filed to be heard in District Court first, the SEC could not appoint an 
inhouse judge. The SEC violated my Constitutional rights that respect because the morning 
before it served me with the securities complaint to be heard inhouse, I filed an OSC for New 
York Federal District Judge Bachman to restrain the SEC and permitted them to only file its 
complaint in Federal District Court. The McGrath prosecutors aided and abetted by Judge 
Murray and Judge Grimes omitted the material facts and showed Judge Bachman Dodd Frank 
Amendments granting the SEC first right of jurisdiction. They withheld the fact that Dodd Frank 
does not permit Constitutional violators to hear my case and they warranted that if Judge 
Bachman dismissed my motion, the inhouse case would be over in 365 days as Judge Murray 
had already selected an inhouse judge to delegate the case to. Mr. McGrath and Judge Murray 
knew that by eliminating the fact that the Constitution voided any judgment given by 
Constitutional violators that I would have to repeat the case and by so doing they stole my $1 
million litigation fee and forced me to lose my living for ten years as none of my merchant 
banking clients would want to join me while I was an SEC defendant. In addition, their 
fraudulent actions , who for the last five years of her life, hardly remembered me. 
Judge Bachman was defrauded, as I was and dismissed my TRO motion and Judge Murray 
delegated my case to Judge Carol Foelak. In 2019 the SEC fraud analyst testified right in Judge 
Murray’s fact contravening the Complaint’s allegation that I milked $1 million in fess: 
 

“… Mr. Daspin, CBI, and MKMA received in total fees paid of $240,000, not the million 
dollars alleged in the Wells Notice and Complaint…and the million loss at WMMA was on the 
3/31/2012 Wounded Warrior Event in El Paso…” 

 
Mr. Larry  Lux’s in his 2013 deposition as WMMA’s COO and Director: 

 
“…it was William MacFarlane, as WMMA’s President, that lost $1 million at the 

3/31/2012 event through his gross negligence…”  
 
 
In addition, Mr. Lux testified in his 8/29/2013 SEC deposition, as a defendant (he later settled 
and became a witness) In 2013 Lux testified, as a defendant, testified: 
 

“…Mr. Nwugugu wrote the lion’s share of WMMA’s PPMs…and that I stopped 
contributing to the WMMA PPM work in progress content because I believe that 
prospective investors don’t believe any of the PPM projections…” 

 
It astounded me two years later, after the SEC bribed Mr. Lux with a non-financial penalty 
settlement, that they had him testify in 2019 before Judge Murray at the second hearing of the 
Complaint, and after he admitted six years after 2013 that he was , when asked 
the same question by McGrath: 
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“…that Mr. Daspin dictated the entire WMMA PPM over the shoulders of Mr. Young, ...” 
 
By so doing, McGrath proved he suborned Lux’s perjury by eliciting two different answers.  
  
As I am sure you know, liars can’t testify with consistency over the years and often answer the 
same questions six years apart differently, because they forgot their prior year’s lie. Mr. Young 
testified in 2019 that I did review content contributors for him to make note and comments by 
me and him to send to Nwugugu. Nwugugu was the author of the PPMs, as he admitted he 
wrote 100% of each PPM in the back page where he signed his name in writing. I showed Mr. 
Young Mr. Nwugugu’s Chartis insurance claim and Young admitted that Nwugugu admitted that 
he was the 100% author. Mr. Young did not comment that Nwugugu lied and I was the author, 
so once again Mr. McGrath took a young kid out of college and convinced him that editing the 
content that six WMMA officers contributed monthly made me the author of the PPM.  
 
My lawyers informed me that prosecutor Kevin McGrath notified them that the Commissioners 
under Mary Jo White had approved their filing a complaint against me inhouse. This was on a 
Friday and I asked my lawyers what does inhouse mean since the SEC investigation had 
commenced three years prior thereto.   
 

I was led to believe that I would lose my due process rights; that I would be presumed 
guilty, instead of innocent until we proved I wasn’t guilty; that I would lose having an 
equal amount of time for discovery (since the SEC delayed the Wells Notice for almost 
three years and my lawyers had three months to submit my Wells Reply). Since the SEC 
Commissioners only had about a week after I submitted my Wells Reply to review it and 
the 15,000 pages in the document file, I realized that the Commissioners relied on the 
SEC bureaucrats assigned to each Commissioner to basically do the vetting and it 
appears that Commissioners bought into the fact that even they were supposed to do 
the vetting, because finding a potential defendant guilty has huge responsibilities to that 
defendant’s family and joint venture investor partners. The President of the United 
States authorized the Commissioners and it is implicit in Dodd Frank, that it is the 
Commissioners that delegated the inhouse ALJs to accept as true the Complaint’s wrong 
doing allegations. As you will see, near the end of this declaration, after allocating 60% 
of a Commissioner’s time to administer the five SEC divisions, that leaves a 
Commissioner with 800 hours of which about another 50% is spent on appeals leaving a 
Commissioner four hours of direct time, assuming he reviews 100 Wells a year. Those 4 
hours equates to 240 minutes for the Commissioner to review 1000 pages of Wells 
cases and exhibits, which leaves the Commissioner 15 seconds per page. There is no way 
Commissioners on that time schedule can faithfully discharge the duties the President 
assigned to them with justice also provided to the Wells defendant. The SEC 
Commissioners approved McGrath filing a complaint alleging that I committed 
wrongdoing at WMMA by what I believe testificandum will show that the 
Commissioners laid off their finding of complaint initiation to the staff left in place for 
each group of SEC Commissioners to enable case by case continuity, as in this case, I had 
three sets of Commissioners.  
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This proves to me that the Senior SEC divisions interfaced with the Commissioners’ 
subordinate staff that did not leave the SEC when the Commissioners left. This makes 
for a very inefficient inhouse proceeding, which is another reason I developed a 
strategic litigation plan to provide the Commissioners with “a meaningful 
Federal/District standby judge review” of the Wells Submissions”.  
 
If implemented, this will give them the defendant’s side of the case and hopefully ferret 
out any prosecution errors, omissions of material facts, and point to subornation of 
perjury while at the same time my plan eliminates the Federal District Judges needing to 
hear securities cases, except if appealed by the defendant. Commissioners would no 
longer be hearing appeals as they initiated the complaint and would receive a 
meaningful judicial review before initiating the complaint. The costs will add six 
additional inhouse judges and the administrative personnel and the SEC will save $120 
million a year.    
 

In WMMA’s 2014 Chapter 11 Federal Bankruptcy Judge Rosemary Gambredella and U.S. 
Trustee Mr. Guardino, both found as fact: 
 

“…Mr. Daspin committed no wrongdoing at WMMA…” (a res adjudicata contravening 
the SEC’s complaint of my wrongdoing to WMMA) 

 
In the Chapter 11, I made a motion to dismiss as Mr. Agostini and I were the only two WMMA 
officers working for no financial consideration since 5/10/2012, we reviewed all motions in 
opposition to our dismissal motion in the Chapter 11.   
 
One of the WMMA Chapter 11 perjurers was Mr. MacFarlane, whose declaration in opposition 
to my motion to dismiss swore he was never WMMA’s President. My declaration proved he 
was a perjurer because I included two contracts with his signature as WMMA’s President with 
IN DEMAND and BELL CANADA.   
 
Mr. MacFarlane’s reputation proceeded where he entered into a settlement with a Federal 
Bank that funded NORTH FACE, the winter apparel company, whose assets the bank gave 
McFarlane the contract to sell under the restrictive covenant that MacFarlane would not be a 
buyer of those assets. After the sale, the bank found out that MacFarlane was a bank crook, in 
that he had a 30% interest in the company who bought NORTH FACE assets. He got caught 
about one month after by the bank and MacFarlane paid them $1 million up front not to put 
him in jail. MacFarlane didn’t use a gun, but he used his slippery tongue. That is the same thing 
he did to WMMA to get the WMMA’s President’s job.  
 
To get the job, he promised that he would get at least four PGA/Olympic advertisers at 
$150,000 each for a total of $600,000 revenue that WMMA never got!  
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In fact, Mr. Lockett’s Brady blames MacFarlane for interfering with Lockett and Black Ops 
communication to get WMMA’s website to connect with IMC’s 830 million database.  
 
There is no question in retrospect that the MacFarlane’s Newco Enterprise planned on raiding 
WMMA’s assets when his Newco Enterprise from 2/17/2012 to 3/31/2012 Wounded Warrior 
Event have his team complete control to steal a portion of that event’s assets. (Mr. Lux’s 2013 
deposition blamed MacFarlane for losing the million dollars at that event that McGrath’s 
complaint blamed me for taking in fees.   
 
MacFarlane initiated Wayne Craig’s self serving email informing WMMA that he would 
eliminate the 24 Regional USA promoter events unless WMMA gave him 25% of WUSA’s 
common stock for free and paid him the operating cash to put on the 24 events, contrary to his 
contract (it was pure extortion initiated by MacFarlane who took other coercive action against 
me to give his Newco Enterprise WMMA’s stock on the cheap. MacFarlane at the same time  
bribed the WMMA/WDI investor operators, while he and they were officers of WMMA, as the 
6/19/2012 dishonest shareholder’s meeting proves. MacFarlane’s actions while an officer of 
WMMA sabotaged my attempt to restructure WMMA, so he could buy WMMA on the cheap. 
At the same time, he enlisted and obtained the SEC’s support to attack me, when I was the 
victim of his nefarious Newco plan to force me to give him WMMA for no money up front, as he 
alleged to me that he would get the SEC off my back, if I and the investor operators signed 
mutual releases, which was also discussed in the dishonest shareholder meeting. If  this court 
reads the dishonest shareholder meeting (see my Wells Reply Brief Exhibit A, you will see 
MacFarlane bribing WMMA investor operators by inferring to Lockett, Sullivan, and Beckedejian 
in essemce: 
 

“… that he will pay them monthly compensation, not on a deferred basis, if they coerce 
me to sell WMMA to his Newco on the cheap… and he will give them more stock  in 
Newco than they owned in WMMA…” 
 

 This was on 6/19/2012 while all of them were officers of WMMA who all breached their 
fiduciary to WMMA. In fact, Mr. Lockett can be heard, telling the group, that…” 
 
 “…I will break Daspin’s head against the wall if he doesn’t sell WMMA on the cheap…” 
 
It is apparent when reading the dishonest shareholder’s meeting the McGrath Enterprise 
members read in January 2013, three years before the first hearing, delegated initially to Judge 
Foelak, and when Judge Foelak found as fact that if I was forced to testify, I would be 
irreparably harmed, Judge Murray concocted a bs reason to move the case to Judge James 
Grimes, then Judge Grimes dissolved the protective order as part of Judge Murray’s conspiracy 
to orchestrate Judge Grimes giving me a default judgment initiated by Judge Murray’s 
contempt for Judge Foelak’s postponement order, and Judge Murray and Judge Grimes 
violation in contempt by forcing me to testify. Mr. William MacFarlane’s strategy by setting in 
motion against me and WMMA with four co- conspirator Enterprises was responsible as were 
the McGrath Enterprise members to res adjudicata by a Federal Judge that I committed no 
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wrongdoing, to ignore the res adjudicata when Wayne Craig’s complaint against me, WMMA, 
and Mr. Agostini for securities fraud was dismissed with prejudice in my favor in 2014, another 
res adjudicata by a Federal District Judge. The inhouse process must be revised or eventually 
the Supreme Court will pick away at each of its illegal and unconstitutional actions. There is a 
place for the SEC’s inhouse if it follows my strategic litigation plan and honors the implied 
contract it made by accepting my strategic inhouse meaningful judicial review before a 
complaint initiation; eliminating the Commissioners’ first right of appeal making the Federal 
District Court the first right of appeal with a jury trial if a defendant requests. In this way the 
Commissioners can implement improvements in their five divisions quality control to avoid 
their permitting to defraud the Commissioners by fabricating completely untrue wrongdoing 
allegations. The first one was the SEC on or about May 1, 2012. McGrath and Ms. Kazon, the 
Assistant Director of the New York Regional Office, had already instructed Ms. Puccio to suborn 
the perjury of the WMMA/WDI investors that: 
 
 “…Daspin was a control person…” 
 
The second one was the 6/19/2012 dishonest shareholders’ meeting which proves to me that 
MacFarlane bought off the WMMA investor suborning their perjury that I was a control person. 
The third one was “Ms. Monica Petty and the Texas Board threw her claim out”. The last one 
was Wayne Craig, who owned 8 regional promoter areas. In one of MacFarlane’s emails to 
Monica, he stated that she had agreed and signed contracts with Wayne Craig for each $2500 
for “event planner” job. In Monica’s email to Mr. MacFarlane, she offers her full-time sexual 
advances (L.O.L which I interpret as “lots of love”) if he will hire her as her executive secretary. 
Now I realize that he paid her $5000  rom WMMA, when he (MacFarlane) had already 
negotiated with Mr. Craig at $2500 for his region’s event planning work. Wayne Craig was 
MacFarlane’s Newco Enterprise partner. A review of the Monica Petty/MacFarlane emails also 
demonstrates that in his last email to Monica, he said to the effect that: 
 

“…it is funny that the WMMA investor operators think they will be officers of my 
company that buys the WMMA entity, but I have no intention as we have enough skill 
and not overpaid executives in our Scottsdale offices to run WMMA…” 

 
Although the WMMA/WDI investor operators (Puccio, Lang, Lockett, Heisterkamph, Sullivan, 
and Beckedejian) perjured and attempted to extort me to give up WMMA on the cheap, I still 
felt sorry when I read MacFarlane’s email admitting to Monica Petty, about him having no 
intention to hire the WMMA/WDI investor operators (that he got them to perjure themselves if 
they helped him to buy WMMA on the cheap. I felt sorry for them even though they were all 
conspiring with the SEC Enterprise members and the MacFarlane Newco Enterprise members to 
coerce and extort me to give WMMA to MacFarlane on the cheap.  
 
On 5/10/2012 another MacFarlane Newco Enterprise member, Wayne Craig, who was given all 
8 WMMA United States Regional graphical areas to empower WUSA to have USA champions in 
7 weight classes; sent to me and WMMA a self-serving email alleging that I, Agostini, and 
WMMA fraudulently claimed that we induced him to invest and if WMMA did not give him a 
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25% stock interest in WUSA, and did not pay for each region’s operating expenses that we 
would be wasting our time at WMMA as he would cancel them.  Craig had signed 8 five-year 
contracts for all 8 regions to put on 7 National USA champions a year for 5 years, and reserving 
one extract event from each of the eight regions for WMMA to put on its Worldwide events. In 
those contracts he received a percentage of the internet sales with no guarantees of any sales 
for the five-year term. The members of MacFarlane’s Newco were easily to tract who was 
extorting me and WMMA; who was lying about what I agreed to give them; and what would 
WMMA gain out of the extortion; because stopping the USA event calendar WMMA had no 
fights to receive pay-per-view on the Internet, other than in Brazil, United Kingdom, and 
Germany, which was not enough content. 
 
Wayne Craig’s 8 regions with 3 events in each region, gave WMMA an additional 24 events. As 
the court can see, MacFarlane’s Newco already facilitated the SEC jumping on the bandwagon, 
making Theresa Puccio, it’s whistleblower, and letting them know what perjury to suborn the 
investor operators! About the same time, Monica Petty filed her suit and she lost. Then Wayne 
Craig filed a securities fraud case in Arizona State Court. I moved WMMA’s jurisdiction to New 
Jersey’s Federal District Court. As your honor will see, the New Jersey Federal District Court 
Judge read my answer to the complaint in which I included two contracts that Craig mentioned 
in his complaint, but did not show. Those contracts contravened each and every allegation of 
securities fraud against me, so the Federal Judge dismissed the complaint with prejudice, but as 
a result, WMMA lost all 24 United States events.  
 
In the WMMA Chapter 11, the Federal Bankruptcy judge found: 
 

“…Mr. Daspin committed no wrong doing at WMMA…” 
 
In the Monica Petty case where MacFarlane suborned her perjury that she was owned $10,000, 
the Accounting Division for the Texas Boxing Commission found by reviewing the emails 
between her and MacFarlane, that she perjured the allegation and threw her case out of court 
with prejudice. 
 
Now the only case that is under appeal with the SEC Commission was concocted by a crooked 
prosecutor, Mr. McGrath, who despite the prima face evidence proving his wrongdoing 
allegations against me were false, and res adjudicata in my favor continued the case on by 
suborning the investor operator perjury, by bribing them to lie before Judge Murray in the 
second hearing which the transcript proves and in which in my cross examination both Mr. 
Main, a Director, and former President and Secretary of WMMA, and Mr. Lux each admitted: 
 

“…they jointly controlled WMMA without using anyone else’s opinion…” 
 

Since I and my wife sold my five year consulting agreement and her controlling interest in 
WHLD in January 2011, six months before any WMMA/WDI investor invested,  and that time 
we gave up the ability to control and/or direct WMMA/WDI employees and Directors, as their 
respective employment contracts proves, and since the books turned over in 20212 and the 
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cases associated with WMMA prove I won them and disproves the wrongdoing allegations 
there is no question in my mind, that McGrath did not want to see the truth and that Judge 
Murray violated the Justice’s order not to recuse herself based upon my motion as I Lucia v. SEC 
the Justices’s also ordered that any judge that participated in the first hearing, if the defendant 
objected could not hear the second hearing. The law forbids her to hear my second case, also 
because she had a monetary interest in finding my guilt, because I threatened to sue her in the 
first case after it was over, so she could use the sour grapes defense. In addition, McGrath and 
his Enterprise members and Judge Murray defrauded Judge Bachman and denied me my jury 
right and by so doing stole my million dollar defense bond, and ten years of my life,  

 
 

 
I do not believe the current SEC Commissioners knowing the truth that I was framed by 
subornation of perjury, bribery, omissions of material facts to a Federal District Judge and 
complete disregard for the prima face evidence in violation of my three Constitutional 
Amendment rights would confer justice to me, pay me for the time stolen (11 years equals 
22,000 hours times $350/hr equals $7,700,000 or honor the implied contract to develop a 
strategic inhouse judicial plan of which they have already used 50% and save the Commission 
$120 million, eliminate all securities cases from Federal District Court, to increase six additional 
inhouse judges, to offer up to $240,000 for all standby Federal judges who serve as advocates 
for 12 months and save 100 Wells defendants from Complaint Initiation. I believe the 
Honorable Justice John Roberts will permit each of his presiding circuit judges to submit a 
quarterly list to the Commissioners for a conflict check through the ombudsman that will 
administrate the process of providing the Commissioners with a meaningful judicial Wells 
review before any complaint is initiated. I also believe the Honorable President of the United 
States, Mr. Joseph Biden, will facilitate with the head of the Senate Judiciary Committee to 
modify the Dodd Frank Amendment, if required, so that the definition of a judge in America 
retains the judge’s brilliance, honesty, integrity, and reliability to uphold the Constitution. I 
respectively request your honor sign the attached the order which notifies the Commissioners 
by my certificate of service the day after I submit the documents to the clerk of your Honor’s 
Court and I notify the Commissioners herewith that I will be irreparably harmed if they do not 
sua sponte on November 21, 2022 adjudicate this matter or prior thereto, if they settle the case 
pursuant to the implied contract I had by notifying the prior Commissioners on or about May 
2017 that I would send them my strategic inhouse litigation plan that after being fully 
developed would eliminate the violations of the constitution of the inhouse process and 
provide the Wells defendants with a balance of the rule of law by the Commissioners adopting 
my ombudsman and standby Federal/Circuit judge’s opinion as an advocate to the 
Commissioners so they receive a meaningful judicial review of the parties’ Wells submissions 
before they initiate a complaint. I asked the Commissioners to rid the SEC of Judge Murray and 
Judge Grimes and appoint Judge Carol Foelak to replace Judge Murray and to cease and desist 
delegating cases to administrative law judges. My plan saves the SEC about $120 million a year 
and by rights I would be entitled to the savings if they made me a whistleblower, which I also 
asked for. I promised my wife that I would clear our name before  

n settlement, at their option, they could pay me for the 10 years that the 
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Commissioners were fraudulently induced by accepting a Wells Notice in which each 
wrongdoing allegation is false. In that regard I am owed $7,700,000 or they can honor the 
implied contract which commenced around the middle of 2017, which is $3,850,000 and I ask 
them to consider reimbursing my $1 million litigation as I was forced to become a pro se which 
imposed more damage to me than testifying which would be $4,850,000. I will be irreparably 
harmed if they do not adjudicate on the date of their and fourth extension. I ask this court to 
set a date in accordance with the rule of law as early as possible as I will soon be 85 if my 
medical malidies permit me to live that long. Your honor despite the res adjudicata, I informed 
the Commissioners that I would take a lie detector on three separate occasions, so ask this this 
court in the Order to Show Cause why the Commissioners have not settled by the date this 
court sets to order the relief I request.  
 
Respectfully,  
 
 
 
Respectfully, 

 
   Pro se 
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